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The need for progress is clear.
 The archiving and retention of information -- Worldwide
digital archive capacity is expected to increase at a
nearly 60 percent compound annual growth rate by
2012 which is an 800 percent total increase in archive
capacity over a five year period of time
 Worldwide file, database and email archive capacity will
each skyrocket at an a compound annual growth rate of
up to 73 percent -- altogether totaling nearly two trillion
full filing cabinets of information
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The opportunity for progress is clear.
 Secure, control costs and manage risks.
 Failure to comply with government regulations can cost
millions of dollars in fines.
 Effective management strategies are critical to retain
the most important corporate data.
 With rising energy prices, data centers are also running
out of power and space
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The way the world works is changing—and leaders
must lead through the unknown.

8 in 10
CEOs anticipate turbulent
change and bold moves.

3x
Increase in the gap between
leaders’ need for change and
their ability to manage it.

44

Source: 2008 IBM CEO Study
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A mandate for change is a mandate for smart.

The world is about to get
a whole lot smarter.
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Something meaningful is happening.

Our world is becoming

INSTRUMENTED
Our world is becoming

INTERCONNECTED
Virtually all things, processes and ways
of working are becoming

INTELLIGENT
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INSTRUMENTED
We now have the ability to measure,
sense
and see the exact condition of
everything.
 Today, there are 1 billion transistors for
each person
on the planet.1
 By 2010, 30 billion RFID tags will be
embedded into
our world and across entire ecosystems.1

Everything will become instrumented:
supply chains, healthcare networks,
cities and even natural systems like
rivers.
77
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Sam Palmisano speech, November 12, 2008
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INTERCONNECTED
People, systems and objects can
communicate and interact with each
other in entirely new ways.
 The internet of people is 1 billion strong.
Almost
one third of the world’s population will be
on the
web by 2011.1
 There will be nearly 4 billion mobile
phone
subscribers worldwide by the end of
2008.1
The Internet of things—cars,
appliances, cameras, roadways,
pipeline, pharmaceuticals and even
livestock—is headed to 1 trillion.
88
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INTELLIGENT
We can respond to changes quickly and accurately,
and get better results by predicting and optimizing for
future events.
 Every day, 15 petabytes of new information are being
generated. This is 8x more than the information in
all U.S. libraries.1
 An average company with 1,000 employees
spends $5.3 million a year to find information
stored on its servers.1

New computing models manage the
massive amounts of data generated by
the proliferation of end-user devices,
sensors, and actuators. Combined with advanced
analytics, these technologies
are making us smarter.
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An opportunity to think and act in new ways—
economically, socially and technically.
A smarter planet holds enormous
promise for progress.

Every natural system and man-made system
is becoming interconnected, instrumented and intelligent.
10
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Smarter planet: Thinking and acting in new ways to
make our systems more efficient, productive and
responsive.
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Today, more than ever, organizations are under
pressure to leverage a wealth of information to
make more intelligent choices.
VOLUME OF DIGITAL DATA
With the proliferation of end-user
devices, sensors and actuators, the
nature of data is changing. Data
volumes and network bandwidth are
expected to grow tenfold in the next
three years.

VELOCITY OF DECISION-MAKING
The market demands that businesses
optimize decisions, take action based
on good information and utilize
advanced predictive capabilities—
all with speed and efficiency.

VARIETY OF INFORMATION
With the expansion of information
comes large variances in the
complexion of available data—
very noisy with lots of errors and no
opportunity to cleanse it in a world
of real-time decision-making.

SHIFT IN WHAT WE ANALYZE
Enterprises need a broader, systemsbased approach to the information
they examine and optimize. Stream
computing and event processing
capabilities are enabling the analysis
of massive volumes.
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Yedioth Ahronoth, Sunday June 1, 2008
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The Challenge of Digital Data Preservation
www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/img/assets/7255/DeadSeaScroll.jpg

 The Dead Sea Copper
Scroll was created almost
2000 years ago. One can
read the letters with bare
eyes
 The information on this
CD was created a few
years ago. Will it be
possible to access,
interpret and use the data
in 25 years? 50? 100? Let
alone 2000?
 Long Term Digital Preservation is a means of keeping digital information so the
same information can be used at some point in the future despite the
obsolescence of everything: hardware, software, processes, format, people, etc.

– Bit Preservation addresses obsolescence of hardware
– Information Preservation addresses obsolescence of everything else
14
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Preserve Information as Long as It’s Needed
This document
was created
about 3,500
years ago

This document
was created this
year

Will you be able to access your data in 20 years? 50 years?

You must future proof your information

Bit Preservation
How do you retrieve a bit
perfect copy of digital data after
years or decades?
15

Logical Preservation
Once you’ve retrieved the bit
perfect copy, how do you
productively use the data?
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IBM can help with Long Term Preservation (LTDP)
Two Faces Digital Archive Challenge

Bit Preservation
How do you ensure that
you can retrieve a bit
perfect copy of digital data
after years or decades?
 IBM Information Infrastructure – building block
for LTDP
 Delivered LTDP solutions using the Digital
Information Archiving System (DIAS)
framework
– Deployed at the National Library of the
Netherlands (KB)
– Deployed at KOPAL (Germany)
 Involved in two EU projects focused on
preservation
– CASPAR - IBM is responsible for the
underlying storage component and utilizes
Preservation DataStores
– PLANETS - IBM is working on UVC
16

Logical Preservation
How do you ensure that
once you’ve retrieved the bit
perfect copy, that you can
productively use the data?
 IBM Research involvement:
– Long Term Digital Preservation
Assessment Tool
– Preservation Objects Generation Tool based on the Open Archival Information
System (OAIS) standard
– Preservation Engine - supports OAISbased functionality and can be integrated
with content management systems
– Universal Virtual Computer (UVC) –
emulator for preservation
– Preservation DataStores – storage
infrastructure to support preservation
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Logical Preservation is not a 100 Year Problem
Many Companies Decides to Erase History
How they pulled it off and why it should matter to you!
Office users will no longer be able to open files in 24 older file formats from Lotus,
Corel, and most versions of MS Office products before 2000. When a user attempts
to open one of these files, they will receive a dialog stating, "You are attempting to
open a file type that is blocked by your registry policy setting." No alternative
actions are given to deal with the disabled files. . . .
Open Source & Standards Competitive Insights
January 2008
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Physical vs. Digital Preservation
Physical

Digital

Lifetime of the medium

> Centuries

< Decades

Lifetime of the physical form factor

> Millennium

< Decades

Ability to extract the object from the medium

> Millennium

< Decades

Ability to read the object

> Centuries

< Decades

Understanding the object’s context

< Decades

< Decades

Knowing the object’s provenance

< Decades

< Decades

Ensuring the integrity of the object

Hard

Very Hard

Preserving the preservation system

Not Relevant

Very Hard
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Is Long Term Digital Preservation Needed?
Finance

Life insurance
Healthcare The retention
policies have to
requirement for the
Rule 17a-4 requires broker- be kept for life of
[medical] records of
dealers to retain account
X-rays are
policy plus 6-10
minors is 20 to 43
record information for six years.
often stored
years
years of age
The six-year period begins
for periods of
either at the time the account is
75 years
OSHA requires employers to
closed or when the information
keep records of . . . employees
is replaced or updated
M&E
who are exposed to toxic
Film Masters, Out
substances and harmful agents
takes. Related artifacts
for 30 years
(e.g., games). 100
Years or more
Petroleum

Pharma
Pharma needs
off-line
electronic data
storage for 50
to 100 years or
longer
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Oil-field data is
used over life
of field (50+
years)

Government
Aerospace
Aircraft designs
records have to be
retained for the
lifetime of aircraft
(50+ years)

Land registry
records, social
security records,
etc. Life of
individual to
forever

Scientific
and Cultural
Satellite data is
kept for ever
We would like to
keep Libraries
and Art data for
ever
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Open Archival Information System (OAIS)
Information Model
Reference Model
ISO standard (ISO:14721:2002)
Provide fundamental ideas, concepts and a
reference model for long-term archives
Incorporate emulation, migration, descriptive
via encapsulation
Focused on logical preservation

Functional
Model
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OAIS AIP Logical Structure

 Content Data Object - the raw data that is the focus of the preservation.
 Representation Information – the information required to interpret the raw data to its
designated community.
 Reference – globally unique and persistent identifiers for the content information.
 Provenance – the history and the origin of the content information and any changes that may
have taken place since it was originated, and who has had custody of it since it was originated.
 Context – documents reason for creation of the content information and relationship to its
environment.
 Fixity – a demonstration that the particular content information has not been altered in an
undocumented manner.
21
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Preservation Approaches
Approach

Description

Pros

Cons

Museum

Content and rendering devices
are preserved in their original
state and maintained operational

No loss of information

Expensive; time
bounded; not scalable

Emulation

Adapt the rendering device by
emulating it to up-to date
software and computers

Problem reduced to
preserving the
emulation platform;
cost proportional to
number of formats.

Upfront investment; Only
for data coupled with
software; Does not allow
new interpretations.

Migration

Migrate to newer formats

Less investment
when data ingested.
Allows new uses.

May introduce noise;
cost proportional to data
size; continuous cost

Descriptive

Add metadata to fully describe
representation of data, allowing
writing code in the future to
process format

No loss of info;
Minimal assumptions
on future. Delay’s cost
until needed

Doesn’t support
proprietary formats.
May have future high
cost

Encapsulation

Group together the data and
related metadata (including
instructions to enable future
interpretation)

Most flexible;
consistent with
everything but
museum approach;

Doesn’t tell you what to
do

OAIS compliant
22
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LTDP Solution and IBM
 The general LTDP problem is unsolved
– Reasonable solutions exist for static data, e.g., documents
• State of the art is to
– Store in standard encapsulated formats, e.g., PDF/A, ODF.
– Wrap with metadata as defined by OAIS
– Periodically migrate to address media obsolescence and technology
refresh

– These solutions however are not off the shelf products
• The library/archive domain is most advanced

– Work is needed for more dynamic data

 IBM has many of the building blocks for LTDP solutions
– Archiving solutions: FileNet P8, DR550, etc.
– Bit migration: TSM, GMAS, etc.
– Storage Virtualization: SVC, TS7700, TS7520, etc.
23
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What are We Doing?
 Infrastructure: CASPAR: Cultural, Artistic and Scientific knowledge for
Preservation, Access and Retrieval
– 8.8M Euro, 3.5 year, EU project
– IBM is responsible for the storage infrastructure – Preservation DataStores
 Standards: Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA)
– LTACSI - Long Term Archive & Compliance Storage Initiative
– IBM co-chairs the Long Term Retention TWG
 Research Prototype: Building a research prototype incorporating LTDP (Long
Term Digital Preservation) support into IBM’s leading content management product
– Current activity in 2009
 Assessment: Long Term Digital Preservation Assessment
– Research tool to evaluate organization’s ability to preserve its digital resources
• Based upon emerging standard audit checklists

24
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What are We Doing?
 OAIS Repository: DIAS - Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS
– Maintenance at our clients (KB, GDWG)
– Proof of Concepts
– Next version improvements and SOA enablement
 Emulation: PLANETS - Preservation and Long-term Access through NETworked
ServiceS
– 15M Euro, 4 year, EU project
– IBM is responsible for implementing emulation tooling – Universal Virtual
Computer
 Technical Metadata: Preservation Manager
– Proof of Concept evaluation
– First release of the Preservation Manager
– Populating the Preservation Manager with technical metadata for different file
types
 Assessment: Component Business Modeling (CBM) for Digital Repositories
– Research on how to apply the IBM´s CBM approach in a digital repository
environment: service definition and impact analysis
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Preservation DataStores
 Preservation DataStores is a new concept out of Research. This
work is defining and implementing a new concept for OAIS-based
storage supporting new functions and extensions specific for
preservation. Preservation DataStores (PDS) utilize the Open
Archival Information System (OAIS) ISO standard and provide a
common interface to storage which facilitates encapsulating the
data with large amount of metadata including context information,
provenance information, formats, representation information, etc.
 PDS encapsulates the raw data with its complex interrelated
metadata objects, so they are inseparable during the migration
process and future data access.
 PDS is designed to handle migration internally, including the
execution of externally-specified logical transformations

26
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Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS)

27



The Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS) solution provides a flexible
and scalable open deposit library solution for storing and retrieving
massive amounts of electronic documents and multimedia files. It
conforms with the ISO Reference OAIS standard and supports physical and
logical digital preservation.



The DIAS solution is designed to support any organization that has the
need to store and keep available digital information over many years such
as Deposit Libraries, National Archives, Governmental Institutions,
Pharmaceuticals, Banks and Insurance Companies.



The DIAS Solution consists of DIAS-Core, offering basic OAIS functionality,
and optional customer specific extensions. Additionally, within the DIAS
context, a prototype has been developed for a Preservation Manager.



The Preservation Manager offers flexible definitions of technical and
preservation metadata associated with file formats of stored electronic
publications. The Preservation Manager stores technical metadata for every
file format in the e-Depot. The technical metadata specify the software
and hardware needed to render the e-publication.

© 2008 IBM Corporation

Universal Virtual Computer
 The UVC relies partially on emulation concepts and aims to allow
digital objects to be retained in their original format alongside a
program written at the time the object is created, which can
decode the data and present it in an understandable form.
 UVC addresses the concern that the emulator will be developed
only in the future when the original rendering device is no longer
current and thus not available for comparison. This issue can be
addressed by developing format interpreters, today, for a
Universal Virtual Computer (UVC) that will be easy to emulate in
the future. The first time a certain format is archived, a program is
written for the UVC, which can decode the format; this program is
also archived. In the future the only thing required is to implement
the UVC.
 The UVC is a simple virtual computer architecture that will run on
any existing hardware platform.
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The LTDPA tool helps in assessing the capabilities of an archival
organization to deliver Long Term Digital Preservation services
Tool helps in assessing the compliance of Organization, Processes and Technology with the OAIS
reference model and best practices
 Objectives:
– Identify gaps vs. best practices
– Determine areas needing focus
– Analyze alternatives
 The Tool holds:
– Knowledge of expert community
– Community & ISO Best Practices
– Assessment checklist and
maturity-level metrics
– Kiviat charts: comparative visualization
 The Tool enables:
– Grading Current State vs.
Best Practice/Desired State
– Web based Data Collection
– Numerical & Graphical analysis
– report generation
– Common repository buildup & usage
 Uses Capability Assessment Tool
29
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Research Prototype: Integrating Preservation with Content
Management
 Include metadata with the raw
data to support long term
digital preservation
– Generate OAIS Archival
Information Packages (AIP)
– Map AIP to objects in content
management system

Content Management
System
RepInfo Mgr

PDI Mgr

Migration Mgr

Placement Mgr

Preservation Engine

 Support a range of approaches
to information preservation
– Encapsulation, emulation, and
transformation
– Provide enough structure to
future proof

 Support bit preservation using
existing data migration
technologies
30

Storage
backend
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Summary
 IBM recognizes this is a problem
 We are working on solutions for the future.
 We have things that can be deployed todayVV
HOW?
The answer is with youV.

31
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CASPAR and Preservation DataStores
 Objective: Demonstrate validity of
OAIS framework with heterogeneous
data
– Open Archival Information System
(OAIS) is an ISO Standard
Reference Model for Long Term
Preservation
 Preservation DataStores
– IBM’s responsibility
– Show how to build standardsbased storage that is preservation
aware:
• OAIS-required metadata
• Transform formats to avoid
information obsolescence
• Manage media for bit obsolescence

Access

Ingest

Security

Security

Knowledge

Knowledge
Preservation Objects

Preservation Objects

Registries and Tools

Registries and Tools

Preservation Data Store (PDS)

 Other partners include data providers
such as ESA, UNESCO, etc.

http://www.casparpreserves.eu/
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http://www.haifa.il.ibm.com/projects/storage/datastores/caspar.html
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Preservation DataStores (PDS)
 OAIS–based preservation-aware storage, media-agnostic and generic storage to support logical
preservation
 Manage preservation specific metadata
–
–
–
–
–

Fixity computations
Update technical provenance
Placement of RepInfos
Manage the PDI RepInfo
Ensuring referential integrity

Content Information
Content Data
Object

Representation
Information

Preservation Descriptive
Information
Reference

Provenance

Context

Fixity

 Storlet container
– Module container that can execute restricted modules with predefined interfaces for data intensive
functions, e.g., transformations, fixity calculation.
– AIP transformations, e.g., Word 95 to Word 2007
• Transformations while performing migration for bit preservation and on demand transformations

 Managing availability/ data loss at the AIP level
– Cluster Related AIPs on the same media unit based upon their relative importance

 AIP identifier generation – Globally unique identifiers
– PDS supports AIP ID generation since it creates AIPs
• Versions and copies on migrations and transformations and for RepInfo objects when ingesting
collections
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The LTDPA tool helps in assessing the capabilities of an archival
organization to deliver Long Term Digital Preservation services
Based on OCLC RLC audit checklist, the tool helps in assessing the compliance of Organization,
Processes and Technology with the OAIS reference model and best practices
 Objectives:
– Identify gaps vs. best practices
– Determine areas needing focus
– Analyze alternatives
 The Tool holds:
– Knowledge of expert community
– Community & ISO Best Practices
– Assessment checklist and
maturity-level metrics
– Kiviat charts: comparative
visualization
 The Tool enables:
– Grading Current State vs.
Best Practice/Desired State
– Web based Data Collection
– Numerical & Graphical analysis
– report generation
– Common repository buildup & usage
 Uses Capability Assessment Tool
35
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Technical Metadata: Preservation Manager
 Objectives:
– Managing the technical requirements to
render different type of digital objects
 The solution holds:
– Framework to define technical metadata:
Preservation Layer Model
– Integration with DIAS to manage file type
definitions
– Browser to support searching and
dependency analysis of the technical
metadata
 The solution enables:
– Identification of digital objects becoming
inaccessible due to technology changes
(hardware and software)
– Guiding selection of preservation actions,
i.e. migration and emulation strategies
– Supplying technical metadata to validate the
required technical environment
36

Autonomous Digital Item

Data Format

Rendering Application
Operating System

Hardware Platform
Requested Information Object
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OAIS Repository: Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS)
 Objectives:
– Digital repository supporting long-term
preservation
– Modular and extendable
– Conforming to open standards

Packaging&Delivery

Delivery&Capture
Bibliographic
Description

ICIP

Cataloguer

 The solution holds:
– Based on OAIS reference model
– Standard components: Content
Manager, Tivoli Storage Manager,
WebSphere Application Server
– Manages OAIS AIPs

ICSR

Bibliographic
Catalogue

Preservation
Processor

Collect
&
Harvest

Search
&
Retrieve

Preservation
Toolbox

Preservation Planning
Preservation Planning

Producer

Consumer
Data Management
Data Management

Receive
&
Store

Ingest
Ingest

DIAS-Core
Access
(OAIS Compliant) Access

ISIP
Archival Storage
Archival Storage

Pre-process

Delivery

IDIP
Post-process

Administration
Administration

 The solution enables:
– Transparent replacement of storage
technology
– Optimized support for specific digital
object types and collections
– Multi-organisational usages
37

Authentication
Services

Naming
&
Directory Services

Security

Authorisation
Services
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Planets and the Universal Virtual Computer (UVC)
Preservation
Planning
Dissemination & Take-up

 Objective: Build practical services and tools
offering to increased ability to ensure long-term
access to digital cultural and scientific assets
– Preservation Planning
– Methods, tools and services for the
Characterisation
– Preservation Action tools
– An Interoperability Framework
– A Testbed to provide a consistent and
coherent evidence-base
– Dissemination and Take-up programme
 UVC
– IBM’s responsibility
– Show how UVC can be used for program
emulation :

Preservation
Action

Digital
Content

Organisational
Context

Test Bed
User
Context

Preservation
Characterisation

Interoperability Framework

External
Environment

• Spreadsheets
• Format converters
• UVC offered as a service

 16 partners include libraries and archives such as
British Library, National Archive of the Netherlands,
National Library of the Netherlands etc.
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http://www.planets-project.eu/
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Emulation: Universal Virtual Computer
 Objectives:
– Stable execution platform for the longterm
– Simple to implement
– Support a wide range of computer
architectures
 The Tool holds:
– Conceptual computer based on 25
instructions
– Communication with the outside world
by single communication channel
– Basic development environment:
assembler and partial Java compiler

Archive

In the future

Digital
Object

UVC

UVC
Program

Digitaal Object

Logical Data
Schema

UVC
Program

UVC
Specification

Logical
Data
View

Restore
Application
Logical Data
Schema

Future Platform

 The Tool enables:
– Migration of formats to a technology
agnostic format, e.g. JPEG, GIF
– Program emulation, e.g. spreadsheet
39
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